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The Hierarchical Structure of Graph Searches 
STEFAN WANER AND YIHREN Wu 
Department of Mathematics, Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York 11550 
Given a graph 1, we show the existence of a universal automaton 1 which 
“searches” J. Q is universal in the sense that any automaton which searches d 
behaves as a subautomaton of ull. Further, %! is naturally filtered in a manner 
suggestive of hierarchical search depth: level I corresponds to simple rules for mov- 
ing on 9, level 2 to “meta-rules,” and so on. We show that if .V is any finite state 
automaton which searches B, then .X can in fact be embedded in some finite level 
“& of &. This leads naturally to a definition of “depth” of an arbitrary automaton 
which searches .B, and we give several examples of such automata with varying 
depth. This notion of depth is independent of the state space structure of A’. We 
further describe a resulting strategy for the construction of evolutionary learning 
systems which learn structural control hierarchies, based on our model of the 
universal automaton. II:’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graph-search procedures are central to applications in production 
systems and in artificial intelligence as a whole, and there is a rich literature 
on graph-searching algorithms and their efficiency. Horowitz and Sahni 
(1978), Gaschnig (1979), Newell et al (1957), and Nilsson (1980) all 
provide thorough discussions of graph-searching procedures and their 
efficiency. 
Parallel with this development has been a growing interest in 
evolutionary learning, and particularly in the development of structured 
hierarchies in learning systems. Waner and Hastings (1985) argue that 
suitably designed stochastic history dependent automata can develop 
hierarchies of control which can be modelled by “towers” of interacting 
subautomata. In a crude sense, the number of automata in such a tower is 
analogous to the stack size in a structured algorithm, and thus to the 
hierarchical “depth” of control. It is our purpose here to begin to explore 
this notion from an automata-theoretical and rigorous point of view. We 
further propose evolutionary learning systems which result from this 
approach and argue that they would be capable of learning hierarchical 
control “by example.” 
Graph-search procedures suggest themselves naturally both to automata- 
theoretical analysis and to the study of hierarchies of control; there is on 
the one hand a wealth of structure and examples from which to draw, and 
on the other hand sufficient generality for purposes of general interest. This 
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paper will therefore discuss automata which search graphs. Further, since 
we shall be focusing on the structure of such an automaton rather than on 
its effectiveness as a graph-searching tool, our objectives might properly be 
thought of as the study of automata which moue on graphs, whether or not 
in search of a target node. (This more general interpretation could then 
apply, for example, to automata which drive some physical device.) 
Our main goal here is the development of a formal measure of the 
sophistication, or “depth” of such an automaton in terms of its behavior in 
response to possible inputs. The intuition behind this idea is simple: the 
prototype depth zero automaton is a “dumb’ machine in which the inputs 
correspond to moves on a given graph and which simply executes these 
moves in response to the inputs. In a proptype depth 1 automaton, on the 
other hand, the inputs determine rules for selecting a neighboring node to 
which to move by directing the movement from rule to rule. The inputs to 
depth 2 automata determine meta-rules for selecting such rules, and so on. 
However, the notion of depth is not, and ought not to be, a description 
of the internal state structure of an automaton. Indeed, (if we revert for a 
moment to the language of algorithms), no matter how sophisticated and 
structured an algorithm may be, one can always recode it in an unstruc- 
tured, intuitively “depth 1” manner through the use of redundancy in 
the code. In terms of operation, however, it still retains its original 
sophistication, so that a good definition of “depth” should be cast in terms 
of the “most efficient” coding admitted by the algorithm, rather than in 
terms of its actual structure. Since duplication of procedures corresponds, 
in the above interpretation, to duplication of meta-rules at some level, it 
follows that a “most efficient” coding of an algorithm corresponds to the 
use of a minimal number of such rules. 
These ideas are seen to carry over nicely into the language of automata 
theory, where they can be formutated precisely and somewhat more 
succintly. Specifically, given any graph ~8, we shall see that it is possible to 
construct an automaton which is “universal” among automata which 
search W. More importantly, this universal automaton “2 is naturally 
filtered hierarchically. That is, there are subautomata G!L~ of I% such that 4Y 
is the mathematical limit of the 4!!,,. Further, the filtrations aR correspond 
precisely to the “meta-rules” hierarchy discussed above, and are such that 
any finite state automaton which searches the (possibly infinite) graph 93 
behaves in the same way as a subautomaton of some e,,,. Finally, the states 
in 9& are seen to correspond to the meta-rules of hierarchical level dn, so 
that an “optimal coding” of an algorithm in the above sense corresponds to 
a subautomaton of ‘Jzc possessing a minimal number of states and behaving 
in the same way as the given automaton ~4’. The depth is then the smallest 
n such that A! behaves in the same way as a subautomaton of ~a,, possess- 
ing a minimal number of states. 
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The main result of this paper is the theorem which shows that our 
filtered universal automata are indeed universal among graph-searching 
automata. Interestingly enough, it follows that any graph-searching 
automaton, no matter what its internal structure, behaves in the same way 
as (a subautomaton of) the rigidly hierarchically structured universal 
automaton ?&. Thus any graph-search operates essentially through the use 
of rules and meta-rules to some depth. 
We then go on, by way of application, to propose a stochastic neural 
network, following the general principles discussed in (Hastings and 
Waner, 1985), but designed specifically with our universal automaton % in 
mind. Such a network will, we argue, be capable of learning the 
hierarchical control structure of graph-searches by example. (We hope to 
be able to report on experimental results in due course.) 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss generalities on 
graphs and their formal categorical structure, and we go on in Section 3 to 
discuss graph-searching automata, state the main theorem formally and to 
give a formal definition of the depth of a graph-searching automaton. The 
universal graph-searching automata are constructed in Section 4 and the 
theorem proved in Section 5. In Section 6 we give examples of graphs and 
graph-searches illustrating the notion of depth, and in Section 7 we discuss 
the evolutionary learning model alluded to above. 
The authors are extremely grateful to H. Hastings and J. Reichman for 
the many stimulating ideas and conversations which led to this work, and 
to R. B. Banerji for his critical reading of our first draft, and for his 
suggestions which we have incorporated. 
2. GRAPHS AND SEARCH-RULES 
Here we give a graph-theoretic and formal interpretation of search-rules. 
Although our notion of a “search-rule” does not include all “classical” 
heuristic search algorithms, we shall see later that these more sophisticated 
search algorithms may be cast as search-rules of “depth” 22. 
Our treatment of graph theory is an “algebraic” one, following Mac 
Lane (1971), and facilitates easy description of the concepts we need. 
(Perhaps more obliquely, the category-theoretic approach to graph theory 
links up naturally with algebraic topology, in that the pertinent structures 
yield simplical sets, whose geometric realizations (May, 1967) capture all 
the combinatorial information topologically. This will not be explored here, 
however, but is work in progress. 
DEFINITIONS 2.1. If C is a discrete set (of nodes), then a C-graph is a 
discrete set 9 (of arrows) together with maps S: g -+Z and T: a + C 
(called respectively source and target). 
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There are also notions of morphisms or maps of C-graphs, as well as of 
associated algebraic structures, but these will not, for the most part, be 
needed here. We shall, however, need to consider special kinds of maps of 
Z-graphs. 
If 93 and V are Z-graphs, then we denote by Hom,(W, ‘3) the set of 
maps f: W + V such that the diagram 
commutes. Thus, an element f of Hom,(B, %?) assigns to each arrow in B 
an arrow in Q? such that, if x is an arrow in 93, thenf(x) is an arrow from 
the target of x. In particular, if the arrows in W all point from nodes to 
themselves, then a morphism f: 3? -+ V may be thought of as assigning to 
each node associated with 93, an arrow in %Y originating at that node. 
We list a collection of examples we shall need. 
EXAMPLES 2.2. (i) As alluded to above, C may be regarded as a trivial 
C-graph, where S(x) =T(.u) = x for XEL. Similarly, any subset cr CZ 
inherits such a structure. 
(ii) If $4 is any C-graph and if CI and /I are in C, denote by n(B’),,, 
the set of all paths from CI to /I in 99. That is, the set of all tuples 
(for varying n) such that, for 0 Q id n, T(b,) = S(b, + ,). Then take d to be 
the disjoint union, IIa,BEL. (n(B),.,), of the AB),,, with S((b,))=S(b,) and 
T((b,)) = ‘WJ. 
We shall think of a “search-rule” for a C-graph W as an assignment of 
arrows to nodes, the assigned arrow having that node as source. Not all 
search-rules need be globally defined; for example, a backtracking search- 
rule may be regarded as having been set by the sequence of moves in a 
path, and thus only defined for nodes along that path. Similarly, one can 
have “opening” rules defined only on certain collections nodes near a 
designated source, and so on. Further, in addition to search-rules them- 
selves, there are, in view of the restricted domains, corresponding restric- 
tions in passage from search-rule to search-rule. This suggests a derived 
graph of search-rules, and we therefore make the following definition: 
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CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITION 2.3. 
If W is a C-graph, then define an associated set C(‘) and ,Z”‘-graph .QP’) 
as follows. Set 
,T”‘= I.I Hom,(o, g), 
ocz 
where each c c C is given the structure of a L-graph as in Example 2.2(i). 
Thus, the elements of L”” are morphisms f: v + .~8 and assign to each node 
n in (T arrow originating at n. If f: g + G? is in C”‘, write 9(f) = CJ. The set 
%?(l’ of arrows is defined by 
ci?(I'= {(f, g)E(z(")':qf)cf-'c2(g)}, 
with source and target maps the first and second projections, respectively. 
(This simply says that there is an arrow from f to g whenever one can 
“switch” from the rule f to g.) 
We refer to ~49~‘) as the first derived graph associated with L%, and think of 
it as the graph of search-rules for W. We iterate this construction as follows. 
Assume the CC”‘-graph ~8 (n’ has been defined. For /i c L”“‘, let 1 n be the 
set of all tuples (x,, . . . . x,), xi EL’“, with x, E A and CC” = Z. Then 1 n is a 
C’“‘-graph via the projection J /i -+ /i which takes (x0, . . . . x,) to x,. Again, 
the arrows in l/1 are all trivial as in Example 2.2(i). Then set 
Z(“+ ” = LI Hom,( 1 LI, L&P’)), 
where r= CCn). Thus an ele&it f of L’” + ‘) assigns to each tuple 
(x,, . . . . x,) an arrow in $P) originating at x,. (Intuitively, f is a rule which 
“looks at” all the present lower order rules and switches accordingly to a 
new rule on the level below.) If we write, for f E Hom,( J/1, $?), 9(f) = A, 
we can define .GP+” in exactly the same way as 5P). We refer to L&P) as 
the nth derived graph associated with g. (By convention, we take C(O) = C 
and 5?(O) = &‘.) 
Remarks 2.4. (i) Note that the second derived graph is the graph of 
meta-rules, or search-rules to search search-rules, and so on to arbitrary 
depth. 
(ii) The reason for using the sets l/i rather than n is that we wish 
“higher order ” search-rules to take the underlying configurations into 
account; for example, a “search-rule to change search-rules” should 
intuitively take into account the current position on the underlying graph 
as well as the current search-rule. While this more elaborate notion of 
higher order search-rule will not be needed in the proof of Theorem 1, it 
corresponds more closely to the situation in practice and leads to more 
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elegant “encoding” of algorithms as subautomata of our universal 
automaton, as we shall see in Section 6. 
(iii) The arrows in the derived graph ensure that one can pass from 
search-rule f to search-rule g whenever x E 9(f) 3 f(x) E 9(g). Intuitively, 
this says that one can pass from f to g during a graph search provided such 
a passage is meaningful for an arbitrary point on the graph. 
(iv) At a glance, it might seem that there are “too few” arrows in the 
derived graph; one might envisage being able to swith from search-rule f to 
search-rule g whenever one is at a node x E 9(f) n 9(g). Formally, we can 
get around this by extending 9(g) to include 9(f ). 
DEFINITION 2.5. A C-graph .@I is based if there is a distinguished node 
(TV EC, thought of as the “start” node, and a distinguished arrow /3, E 93 
with S(&,) = T&J = c,,. 
If B is based, then ?#I) may be given the structure of a based C”‘-graph 
by taking u~‘EG(‘) as the single element of Hom,(a,, 3?), and /I:‘= 
(crf’, oh”) E 93 (I) Further in the case of based Z-graphs, one has, with d as . 
in Example 2.2(ii), a Z-g;aph db defined by 
where the sources are all cr,,. 
Any node f at level n + 1 takes a down set (x,, x,, . . . . x,) (.x; EC’“) to a 
new down set as follows. First apply f to the present down set, obtaining a 
new node at level n. Then apply this new node to the remaining segment 
( x0, Xl 7 . . . . x,- ,) of the down set below it, thus obtaining a new node at 
level n - 1, and so on, down to level 0. We denote the resulting down set by 
df)(xo, Xl, . . . . x,). More formally, if n > 1 and f E Z(“+ ‘I, then define 
n(f): JC'"'-+ 1s" 
as follows. If (x0, x,, . . . . x,), x1 EZ(‘), take 
4f)(XO, . . . . x,) = (f(x0, . . . . x,), f(X0, ..., x,)(x0, .--, x,- I), ...9 
f(x 0, .'., x,)(x0, . ..1 x,- 1) . . . (x0)). 
Similarly, any path in Cg” + l) determines paths in Cy) for each j Q n, as 
follows. Let &‘b’) be the Z&“-graph of Example 2.2(ii) associated with 49h’). 
Thus &A’) consists of paths in C&i). Then, if A= (fi)oG iGk is an element in 
J@’ + ‘), the elements 
4fi).4fi-l). ... .n(fo)(*, *,.-, *) (O<i<k) 
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in 1 ,P) determine, by projection, an element of J&Y) for all j 6 n. Here we 
are using * to denote the various base nodes. Denote the resulting maps by 
71(j.n+I)(IZ):~OZb”+ll~~~~), 
and rc(“,nfl)(Ee) by x(“+‘)(J.): &&“+lLdo. 
3. GRAPH SEARCHING AUTOMATA 
We first consider automata which search a fixed based z-graph B, where 
we make no finiteness assumptions on 9. (Since we shall, from now on, 
confine attention to based graphs, we shall suppress the subscript 0.) 
When considering actual algorithms which search a graph ~‘8, one 
encounters a potential difficulty with specifying the output: an algorithm 
may specify a moue on the (possibly infinite) graph 98 (for example, “move 
the center tile left”), or it may, as is commonly the case in practise, specify 
the node to which to move. However, one may formally interpret the latter 
as a “move” in what follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A move on the (bused) C-graph S? at level n is an 
element tCn) of Hom,(n)(z , (n) L&P’)) Note that this differs from an element . 
of CCn+ ‘) in that moves at level n depend only on the current position at 
that level, as opposed to entire “down” states. A B-searching automaton is 
an automaton M whose outputs are the set of moves on 98 at level 0. We 
also assume, (by increasing the size of the state space if necessary), that the 
output in response to an input i is entirely determined by the state into 
which ~4! passes in response to i. 
Thus a g-searching automaton behaves by making a single move in 
response to a single input. Since we include, in the set of all moves, the 
identity move E, it is permissible for the automaton to do nothing in 
response to a given input. 
Remarks. 3.2. (i) Note that elements of CC2) are not moves on B(l), 
as elements of C’*’ results in moves which depend on specified nodes of &!. 
(ii) An automaton which specifies only target nodes (as mentioned 
above), may be recast as an &I-searching automaton (in our sense). 
(iii) A B-searching automaton ~4 determines a map F& from the set 
of all finite sequences of inputs to the set L%’ of paths from the start-node e. 
in 9I. 
We now consider an appropriate notion of equivalence of W-searching 
automata. If & is a @searching automaton, denote by ZUK its set of inputs, 
and let J)r be another B-searching automaton. 
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DEFINITION 3.3. A map 9: k’ --+ N of g-searching automata is a map 
f: IA -+ I.** such that, if ((i,)) is any input sequence for ~2, then 
Note that this definition is stated in terms of behavior only; if 9: 
& + JV, then the behavior of N on the graph kg subsumes that of J4 via 
9. Further, we suppress consideration of the states of the automata 
involved. 
Since we may compose maps of B-searching automata and since the 
identity map on Z-, also defines a map, one obtains a category Aut(S?) of 
.C&searching automata and hence a natural notion of equivalence of 
B-searching automata. 
One has, in addition, a classical, more stringent notion of morphisms 
between automata: If 9 and 22 are automata, then a strong map 9 + 2 
consists of maps between the inputs, state spaces, and outputs such that all 
structure is preserved. In this context, 9 is a subautomaton of 2 if one 
is given a strong injection 9 + 52, in the sense that all three maps are 
injective. A filtration of an automaton 9 is then a sequence 
of strong inclusions such that 
(the isomorphism being a strong equivalence). 
We can now state the main theorem formally. (Its proof appears in Sec- 
tion 5.) 
THEOREM 1. Let 98 be any based C-graph. Then there exists a filtered 
universal a-searching automaton %! such that every object & in Aut(g) is 
equivalent, in Aut(.9?), to a sub-automaton of %. Further, if A? has a finite 
state space, then A is equivalent (in Aut(93)) to a subautomaton of some 
finite filtration 4?& of 42. 
If 4 is a finite automaton, then one can view an equivalence with a 
k-state subautomaton of 42 as being a more effective “encoding” of &k’ that 
one with a j-state subautomaton, if k < j, even if the first equivalence 
requires a higher filtration in 42. Indeed, we shall see in several examples 
that the use of higher filtrations to encode corresponds intuitively to the 
elimination of redundancy in a graph-searching algorithm by means of a 
more sophisticated algorithmic structure. This in turn results in a lowering 
of the number of states required in 42 to encode the automaton. Thus, in a 
sense, the number of hierarchical levels required in S! corresponds to the 
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hierarchical “depth” required in the most efficient way of encoding an 
algorithm, and we therefore make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The depth of a a-searching finite automaton &’ is the 
integer 
9(A) = min{n > 0: J? is Aut(G?)-equivalent to a subautomaton 
of g?~,~ with a minimal number of states among all such 
automata}. 
If 4 fails to embed in any filtration q,,, we say that A has infinite depth. 
Of course, that finite state automata have finite depth is a consequence 
of Theorem 1. 
Remarks 3.5. We shall see in Section 6 that there exist L’, based 
Z-graphs ~8, and g-searching automata of arbitrarily large (possibly 
infinite) depth. 
Although it might seem to be expected that finite graphs admit no search 
of depth greater than some bound (dependent on the graph in question), 
we shall seee in Section 6 that this is not the case. Roughly speaking, one 
can search a simple graph in an arbitrarily complex way-for example, 
through the use of a pseudo-random number generator. 
4. THE UNIVERSAL GRAPH SEARCHING AUTOMATON 
Here we construct our filtered universal B-searching automaton ullc using, 
for the most part, the constructions we already have from $2. 
As an auxiliary construction, we first define “level n” automata -0, 
(n 3 1). These are automata which will be seen, in effect, to search a graph 
5? at a fixed depth, (where the notion of “depth” will be made precise 
below ). 
CONSTRUCTION 4.1. Fix a based C-graph 9?, and define, for each n 2 0 
an automaton -rP, as follows. For the set Y(L?‘), of states of L$, we take the 
set Z-@) of nodes of L&Y(“), with initial state ~8). The inputs 9(P), of 3” are 
taken to be the moves on .B@) (with null input the move c$) + at)). We 
identify the output of L$ with its set of states. It now remains to define the 
state transition function 
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For 1, E Y(9), and cm E Y(Y),,, take 
Remarks 4.2. We interpret Yn as a prototype “depth n” automaton; its 
response to inputs is to make “blind” moves among n-fold meta-rules. 
Thus, for example, when n = 0, the inputs are moves on the graph LZ!?‘, while 
if n = 1, the inputs are moves among next-node selection rules. Since the 
input are moves in 98’) as opposed to elements of CC2), these moves are not 
permitted to depend on feedback from the graph; moves of the latter type 
would constitute meta-rules, and thus be of depth 2. Thus if one activates 
only a single (non-null) input, the action of Yn is to follow a fixed trajec- 
tory through level n nodes, and is such that, in the event that a single node 
is repeated, it will forever cycle through that node. 
These automata Yn are related to the following. 
CONSTRUCTION 4.3. For n 20, let 02” be the automaton defined as 
follows. The set of states of @,, is given by 9, = C, <r< ,, Y(Y),, and the 
input set & is LI, <r<n . . Y(9),. The state transition function pL, is given by 
the formula 
AAL (CJ,), <,<??I = to*)> 
where, for (.x~)~<; EZ:“‘: 
( ai((xj)) 
g*((xj)) = 
1 
PL(y)r(1r3 ar)((xj)j<i) 
PL(m,(L a,)(a,- 19 x7-21 . . .T  x0) 
x (0,-z, X,-j, ...) X())...(O,y Xi- , 3 ..., x0) if i < r. 
We take as the output set the set of moves on the ground graph B, with 
output function K, specified by 
Kn(L (ci))(X) = o:(X) 
for XE%~. 
Note that if C is an infinite set, %,, cannot be a finite state automaton. 
One now has, for n 2 0, natural inclusions of automata 
I,:4!Ln -4Yn+1. 
Here, a map of automata is taken in the classical sense: one has maps 
%+=X+1 and YE -&+, which respect all the structure. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. Let 98 be a based C-graph. We then refer to the 
automaton 
% = colim G& 
n 
as the universal automaton to search @. 
5. UNIVERSALITY OF 42 
Here, we prove Theorem 1. Our proof will make use of the auxiliary 
automata Pn. First we prove that the machines Ym embed “nicely” in JS$+ 1 
for each n b 0. 
LEMMA 5.1 (lifting lemma). There exist maps 
4,: J’WL + 9(~R),z+ 1 
and 
such that 
z’“‘(i,, i,, . . . . ik)=7t (?I+ “hwd? hI(iz), ..., $(ik)) 
for all sequences (i,) of inputs to Zn and pairs (i, a) E 9(Y), x Y(dio),. 
Proof: For 0 E Y(2),, let A denote the set of nodes in Et” with arrows 
to 0. Then define $,(a) = p0 E Y(2),+ 1 as the map 1 A -+ Ctn’ with con- 
stant value (T. Note that $, is injective. For $,, take 4,(i) to be the input at 
level n + 1 whose action is trivial away from $J,JC(“‘) and where, on 
I),~(L”~)), it is given by 
That the asserted properties hold can now be checked. i 
Let .I be any based finite state g-searching automaton with state space 
S and initial state sO, input set Z, state transition function p, and output 
function v. If n 2 0, denote by S, the set of states in S reachable by an input 
sequence of length n. If (i,), GiG n is a finite sequence of inputs, denote by 
4(i,))o, jGn the path in 98 resulting from the input sequence (i,). 
The following is the key step in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. For each n > 0, there exist maps 
fn: Z+4(Y),, 
and 
such that: 
(i) F,(s,) = or). 
(ii) ZfiEZ, SES,, andp(i,s)ES,, then 
(iii) If (idl <*Sk is an input sequence in Z with k < n, then 
4(L)) = ~Y(fJL)), 
(iv) 9(F,)= JL’:‘“-“for all n>O. 
Proof: We prove the result by induction, the start of the induction 
(n = 0) being specified by taking f0 to be an arbitrary map, and FO(sO) = 
co E C”‘. Thus assume that fn and F,, have been constructed. Then f, + , and 
F n + i can be constructed as follows. 
Let .s~S,+i - S,, and consider the set of all pairs (i, s*) E Z x S, such 
that ~(i, s*) = s. Fix, for now, such an input i. The set of all sequences of 
inputs in Z, which result in A? terminating at s* then defines, via (FH, f,), a 
subset C of 1 FJs*). We assert that we can choose a node 
a*, 4 E ~(=%+ 1 whose action on C results in the move v(i, s*). Indeed, 
given (x0, . . . . x,) with x1 EC(‘) and x, = fJs*), we define a new sequence 
(g(x,)) inductively by taking g(xo) = v( i, s* )(x0), and by choosing g(xi) as 
some move, defined on C(j), which sends xi- 1 to g(x,_ ,). The pair 
(x,, g(x,)) then defines an edge in Ccn) which has the effect of making the 
move v(i, s*) on 9’. Denote the node g(x,) by JC(S*, i) (for this input i). In 
this manner, we obtain a collection of nodes K(t*, j) for pairs (t*, j) such 
that p(t*, j) =s in A. Note that we may assume K(t*, j,) = rc(t*, j2), by 
construction. 
By the lifting lemma, we may lift the set {F,(r): r E S,} to ,4”(Y), + , , and 
define F,+ l(r) = +(F,(r)) f or such r. With s as above, define F,,+ I(s) as any 
globally defined move, distinct from the nodes {F, + l(r): r E S,}, in Y(9), 
which takes F,,(t*) to K(t*, j). (That such a distinct node exists follows 
from the fact that the $, are proper containments and that F,,+ ,(s) may be 
redefined, if necessary, on nodes not in the image of F,,. If no such nodes 
exist, we can appeal to the lifting lemma before proceeding.) For fn + i, take 
f, + 1(i) = 4, f,(i), but redefined on F, + I( t*) as the globally defined move 
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which takes F,,+ ,(t*) to F,,+ i(s). If in I is any input which causes a 
transition s + Y in .4X with r E S,, then f, + ,(i) must now be redefined on 
F,,+,(s) as the arrow which sends F,+,(s) to F,,+l(r). 
One can now check that (F,,, 1, f,, ,) satisfy the inductive step. 1 
Remarks 5.3. (i) If ~2 is a finite state automaton, the proposition 
shows that the construction terminates. 
(ii) Since the inputs in Yn are the same as those in 92” for each n, the 
maps f,, in the proposition give maps from I to Yn for each n. 
(iii) The behavior of 9Yn under the inputs defined by f, is consistent 
with that of ~2’ (restricted to motion among the states in S,). 
In view of the above remarks, we therefore have the following. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Zf A? is a finite state automaton, then there exists a 
morphism 
in Aut(g) for some N 2 0. If A! has countably many states, then there exists 
a morphism 
in Aut(W). 
In order to conclude Theorem 1, it now suffices to produce an 
appropriate “image” subautomata of @ isomorphic, in Aut(B) to A. To 
do this, define &i? to be the subautomaton of 42 whose states are all 
elements in 9, reachable from the initial state by a finite sequence of inputs 
in the image off ( = fN in the finite case, or colim, f, in the countable 
case). The input of A’ are then members of f(Z). Clearly, the corollary 
gives a map T in Aut(P2) into 4’. Since f is injective by construction, T is 
invertible, and we are done. 
Intuitively, the output mechanism of Yn is a history-dependent one, 
relying on induced motions in the lower levels. 
6. EXAMPLES 
Here, we consider several examples of graph searches with varying depth. 
As we shall see, the calculation of depth is nontrivial in all but the simplest 
cases, and we shall perhaps pose more questions than we can answer. 
Nevertheless, in each case we determine, it turns out that the “intuitive” 
estimate of depth coincides with the mathematical one. 
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FIGURE 1 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let 3? be the based graph 
If d = (&i)l< j is any sequence of O’s and l’s, then each finite subsequence of 
d determines an element of d (with 1 = up-then-down and 0 = down-then- 
up). If A%’ is a finite state automaton with a single input i and which moves 
on 94 in the manner determined by 8, then d must begin cycling at some 
point, with period no larger than the number of states. Since each 4’& has 
finitely many states, it follows that a large enough period for d will require 
an arbitrarily large level n in %!. Thus ,H can have arbitrarily large depth, 
depending on the “complexity” of the sequence d. On the other hand, if the 
same search procedure is carried out on the infinite graph shown in Fig. 1, 
then the state space of 43” is infinite for each n, and it is not hard to see that 
we can embed A? (which we can assume to have a minimal state space for 
the sequence 8) in 49, via a strong map of automata by selecting, for each 
distinct state, a distinct element of C”’ which corresponds to the correct 
move on the three nodes involved in the search. It follows that this is a 
depth-l algorithm, no matter what the choice of b. Thus we conclude that 
depth depends not only on the complexity of the search, but also (possibly 
inversely) on the complexity of the graph being searched. 
In order to make the search-depth graph independent, one could redefine 
depth by passing to larger and larger graphs, observing that the construc- 
tion of % is functorial in the underlying graph. Such a notion of depth 
might be interpreted as “stable depth,” since it is stable under the inclusion 
of graphs. We defer further consideration of this point to future work. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let W be the infinite linear graph 
* - * f-* * c-f * c--* * e, tt * tf . . . , 
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and consider the following search algorithm, which begins the search at the 
leftmost (start) node and reaches as far as the Lth node: 
For distance := 1 to L and then forever with distance:= L do 
Begin 
For count := 1 to distance do 
Begin 
move right 
End 
For count := 1 to distance do 
Begin 
move left 
End 
End 
End. 
We think of this algorithm as a B-searching automaton d(L) with a 
single input i which has the effect of activating the individual moves. 
Scholium 6.3. The g(L)-searching automaton d(L) has depth 2. (Note 
that this is suggested by the stack size in the above algorithm.) 
Sketch of Proof Assume one has an encoding of this automaton as a 
subautomaton of al. Then, since there is only one input, the encoding 
determines a unique path I in ,Y (l) We claim that the minimum number of . 
nodes through which il must pass is on the order of L*. Indeed, let 
(fi, f*,..., fn) denote the sequence of (not necessarily distinct) nodes in Z(l) 
defining this path. By a simple count, n = L2 + 1. Assume fk = f, for some 
k > m, so that the rules f,, fm + 1, . . . . fk are used periodically with period 
p = k-m. Choose r as the smallest integer with m < r <k such that f, is the 
rule applied when the path K on &? has reached the start node, bO. Then at 
any subsequent time that K has reached bO, f, cannot be used again. This 
leads to the following restrictions for all i and j with j < i < L, and all c E Z: 
j(j-l)<m<j(j+ l), 
r=j(j+ 1) 
c(k-m)#i(i+ l)-j(j- 1). 
A similar analysis performed on the nodes { bj}j, 1 in K = (bj)j, O eliminates 
all possibilities of periodicity with period p <L*. Thus the total number of 
distinct rules that need to be invoked is at least on the order of L’. Note 
that we can easily construct a path L passing through L* nodes in CC’) by 
using a different rule at each move. 
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On the other hand, we now assert that a depth 2 encoding need only 
have 2L states. To see this, let, for 1~ i 6 L, g, be the rule that causes the 
path in 98 from b, to bi and let h, be the rule g, in reverse. We can then use 
a single node in Z (2) to pass invoke the transitions 
gi + hi and 4 + gi+ I 
when the appropriate nodes on PJ are reached (i.e., b, for the first and b0 
for the second). On the other hand, since the search passes through e, 2L 
times, we see that any automaton that carries out this search must have at 
least 2L states, showing minimality, and we are done. i 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Here, we consider a breadth-first search of a binary tree 
99, as illustrated below. 
( 
llll-+ 
111 
11 11104 
c 
< 
( 
1101 + 
110 
1 llOO-+ 
lOll+ 
10 
< 
101 
( 1010 -+ 
1001 -+ 
100 
( 1000 + 
We display a depth 4 encoding with cardinality of states linear in the depth 
L of the graph B to which the search proceeds. While it seems clear that 
this is not a depth 1 search, and likely that it is not a depth 2 search, we 
are unaware of whether it is depth 3 or not. 
A depth 4 embedding may be accomplished as follows: 
(i) In level 1, one uses four nodes: D(own), B(ack), U(p), B’(ack), 
(B = D- ‘, B’ = U - ‘) describing the movement on a. 
(ii) In level 2, one uses two nodes, g and r. Here, t calls for the 
sequence 9’ = (D, B, U, B’) of moves in level 1, while CJ will cause the 
movement on the graph to “go into position” for the basic sequence 9’. 
This set-up sequence of moves depends on the present depth of the search. 
(iii) In level 3, one has a node txl for each depth, specifying how u is 
used. 
(iv) In level 4, one uses a single node C$ directing the transitions 
cti + aj, 1’ 
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The rules are defined as follows: 
(Lqcq, z, B’, x) = cli+’ 
if x + 1 has more digits than x 
ai 
~,(a, A, x) = r 
f7 
a;(~, A, x) = ’ 
CT 
otherwise. 
if A = U or D, and x has i digits; 
otherwise. 
if A = U, D, or B; 
if A=B’; 
i 
D 
B 
a(A, x) = { U 
if (A,x)=(B’, l)or(U, -)or(D, -); 
if A = B’ and x ends in 0; 
if A=B; 
if A=B’andx>l andendsin 1; B’ 
arbitrary otherwise. 
The search begins with the tuple (4, c1i, 0, D, 1). Note that two nodes 
suffice at level 2, since at each depth, the search-path passes through a 
node at most four times, each time along a different edge. 
7. EVOLUTIONARY LEARNING OF HIERARCHICAL CONTROL 
In (Hastings and Waner, 1985), the authors discuss evolutionary learn- 
ing in the framework of “relaxation,” or “annealing,” and propose broad 
principles which govern evolutionary learning systems. Here, we briefly 
recount these principles, and then go on to outline possible designs or 
evolutionary learning systems which learn to behave in the manner 
approximating that of the universal automaton %!!. Roughly speaking, such 
a system would be capable of “encoding” the underlying strategy of a graph 
search (in the sense in which we encoded the specific examples in Sec- 
tion 6), based only on “observation” of the graph search itself. Thus we 
may think of such a system as a structural feature extraction system, by vir- 
tue of the fact that it learns not only how to imitate the specific sequence of 
moves on the graph, but also the underlying coding in terms of rules and 
meta-rules. 
Waner and Hastings (1985) describe an evolutionary learning system as 
constituting a (usually discrete) state space Y (endowed with a metric), a 
parameter T thought of as temperature, and a potential function V defined 
on Y. Further, the elements of Y are modes of information processing. 
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Thus, to say that the system is in state (T is to say that it is processing infor- 
mation in a manner dictated by 6. The potential function V is thought of as 
the (negative of) the “desirability” of a state; states with lower potential 
process information more desirably (as dictated by an “environment”), 
than states with higher potential. The dynamics of such a system are 
ergodic (Principle I). That is to say, trajectories of the system through state 
space pass arbitrarily close to any sequence of states. (In practice, this is 
achieved via random behavior). The temperature T of the system is a 
measure of its degree of ergodicity or randomness; high temperatures 
correspond to highly random behavior, while the opposite is true for low 
temperatures. Moreover, T= 0 corresponds to a static system, (i.e., a single 
mode of information processing). 
The second principle, annealing, asserts that an evolutionary learning 
system settles into satisfactory (low potential) states if the temperature is 
decreased sufficiently slowly. This corresponds to the principle governing 
relaxation techniques in various forms of problem solving. The third and 
final principle, soft programming, asserts that the potential function V in an 
evolutionary system depends on the environment of the system and is 
determined for a particular state purely by its overall behavior (in terms of 
the environment), rather than on its inherent structure. Thus the potential 
function V is “regulated” by the environment, usually through some form 
of feedback mechanism. 
If hierarchical control is to evolve in any evolutionary learning system, 
its structure must include the potential for such control as an inherent 
feature, and we propose a network approach to this, somewhat along the 
lines of the networks described in (Hastings and Waner, 1985) but using a 
separate network to represent each level in !&. Thus one has a number, N, 
of totally connected (bidirectional) networks (or directed graphs). The 
nodes at each level can be in one of two states; on or off, and each node is 
capable of firing to any number of other nodes (including itself) at each 
time step whereupon it is deactivated (unless fired to in turn). Further, the 
nodes at level n possess, as part of their structure, the ability to function 
stochastically as elements of ,E (“‘. That is, for each node x at level n, and 
each down set (x,,+ , , . . . . x0) with xj a node at level j, x assigns, to each y at 
level n - 1, an element of the unit interval [0, 11, representing the 
probability that node x,- , will fire to node y. 
The actual dynamics of such a network would operate as follows. 
Assume that some collection (Jn %?,, of nodes is presently active, where %‘,, is 
the set of active nodes at level n. Let x be any active node at level N and let 
YE%?&,. If SY=((y,x,-, )..., x0) is a down set with xi E%~, then x now 
assigns to each node z at level N - 1 a probability, p(x, ?Y, z), that y will 
fire to z. The actual probability that y will fire to z is then obtained by the 
formula 
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p( y + z) = Max p(x, ?V, z). 
x,g (7.1) 
Thus, if any particular node at the highest level is predisposed to direct y to 
tire to z in the presence of some active down set, then this will be likely to 
happen. Actually, we shall need to modify formula (7.1) somewhat in view 
of further considerations. Once the nodes at level N- 1 have all fired in 
accordance with formula (7.1), the new pattern of activity at level N- 1, 
together with the present activity at the lower levels, then determines a 
pattern of firings at level N - 2, and so on down to level 0. Notice the 
similarity here to the dynamics of 43. Mention must, however, be made of 
the dynamics at level N itself. For purposes of simplicity, and in accordance 
with the examples in Section 6, one could install only a single node at level 
N, with the understanding that this node would always fire to itself. 
So far nothing has been said about the evolution of the system 
parameters. Here, we superimpose two dynamics, parallelling the ideas in 
(Hastings and Waner, 1985). Initially, the system parameters are all set to 
some base value p, which is chosen to mediate the amount of overall 
activity. First, if y and z are as above, with y active at time t and z active at 
time t + 1, then the probabilities p(x, C?/, z) are all increased by a fixed 
amount (in some scaled measure), whereas if z is inactive at time t + 1, the 
probabilities are correspondingly decreased. Note that whether of not y 
actually fired to z is not taken into account, we wish the system to learn by 
association rather than from its own past behavior. (See Waner and 
Hastings, 1986, for a discussion of history dependent stochastic automata 
which learn by association.) Superimposed on this dynamic is a time- 
dependent decay; all parameters decay slowly to /I, so that only those 
parameters which are modified sufficiently frequently approach the extreme 
values of 0 and 1. This corresponds to degeneration of seldom used 
behaviors. 
Note that an assignment of 0 or 1 to each state parameter determines a 
deterministic automaton, and hence a mode & of information processing, 
so that the system may be regarded as being in mode 4~’ of probability 
determined by the (normalized) scalar product of its parameter vector and 
that of ./Z. 
Now assume given some (cyclical) pattern 9 of moves on some finite 
graph B. One may then embed ~43 in level 0, so that the behavior of mode 
JL on the graph may be compared with P, thus giving a measure of the 
potential energy of mode A. Further the temperature of the system may be 
determined via use of the Shannon information measure, as a measure of 
its degree of randomness. More precisely, one can measure the temperature 
of a single node in the system as follows. The parameters associated with a 
node fall naturally into two groups: those associated with down-sets 
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encountered frequently in the past and those associated with down-sets 
encountered seldom, if ever. If the latter group are not permitted to be 
taken into account in a measure of the nodes temperature, then a high tem- 
perature will be associated only with nodes that are associated with con- 
tradictory patterns of behavior on the lower levels. For example, a node 
which, under a given set of circumstances sometimes directs y to fire to z 
and, on other occasions, directs y to fire to Z’ instead, will possess non- 
extreme parameter values, and thus be at a comparatively high tem- 
perature. Thus only nodes whose behavior is consistent will eventually 
approach zero and it is such nodes whose behavior we wish to 
encourage in the learning process (which remains to be addressed). One 
may then accordingly modify formula (7.1) by inhibiting firing to high- 
temperature nodes, for example, by replacing p(-v -+ Z) by 
P’(.V -+ z) = P(Y -+ z) E( T,,, - T,), (7.2) 
where E is some scaling factor, and where T,,,,, and Tz are, respectively, the 
highest temperature a node can attain and the temperature of Z. With such 
a modification in place, only nodes representing consistent behavior will be 
used in the long term. 
Finally, we describe the learning process which, as we have indicated, 
will be a form of “learning by example.” The learning instances are to con- 
sist of the following procedure. Let 9 be represented by the sequence 
(PO, PI, ...2 pk = po) of nodes at level zero (where p. represents a selected 
start or base node). Select a start node s (j’ at each level j > 0 and then set 
the activity of all start nodes to 1. (The remaining nodes all begin at zero.) 
At time t, activate node pr at level zero, and deactivate all other nodes on 
that level. When t = k + 1, we begin the process again. 
Initially, the activity at higher levels will be random, but it is not hard to 
see that the system is gradually driven toward the extreme parameter 
values associated with repeatedly active down sets. Further, one sees that 
the dynamics are such that the higher nodes learn the appropriate forms of 
control, with contradictory control selected out. Thus, given sufficiently 
many repetitions of the learning regimen, hierarchical control will evolve, 
so that the correct pattern on the graph will be followed in the event that 
all the start nodes are stimulated. 
To conclude this section, we continue our speculations to argue that 
control “encodings” representing minimal numbers of states, and thus 
“efficient” encodings will ultimately emerge. Indeed, nodes which exercise 
control frequently will tend to reach lower temperatures faster, since the 
effects of parameter decay (which is a form of reheating) will be minimized. 
Consequently, control configurations which require fewer nodes (using 
each more frequently) will tend to be selected. This, however, corresponds 
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roughly to our notion of the number of states in the universal automaton 
42, so that it seems plausible that control configurations corresponding 
roughly to minimal state embeddings in 42 will emerge. 
Due to the ability of a single node to fire to several other nodes, one 
expects a high degree of redundancy to emerge in such a system. Such 
redundancy has been observed in learning simulations on simpler networks 
along the lines of (Hastings and Waner, 1985), and Waner and Hastings 
(1985) argue that, in fact, such redundancy is useful in speeding up the 
learning of complex tasks and is common in biological adaptive systems. 
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